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ABSTRACT

Surface finish produced during machining is an important aspect of modem

manufacturing. It determines the fit and reliable functioning of mating parts. The on-line,

real-time assessment (measurement or prediction) of surface roughness has attracted many

efforts in the research community for about 30 years. However, little success has been

achieved. This challenging topic is examined in this study. Three new approaches are

proposed to provide a framework which allows a practical realization of an on-line, real-

time assessment of the surface roughness produced in fînish turning.

The fust approach pennits the surface roughness to be measured by solving the

inverse problem of light scattering. A laser measuring system is developed to capture the

Angular Scattered Light Pattern (ASLP) reflected from a tumed surface. The maximum

peak-to-valley roughness, Rm*, is estimated using a linear, least-square algorithm

together with an iterative search to determine a correction factor for the measured light.

The effects of the ambient room light as well as the workpiece's rotational speed are

investigated and removed. A I4Vo maximum measurement error is obtained between the

averaged optical and stylus-measured Rmax .

Further efforts involve real-time measurements using the same laser measuring

system. However, instead of directly solving the inverse problem of light scattering, a

three-layer neural network which incorporates a back-propagation leaming algorithm is

constructed to recognize a measured ASLP pattern and, hence, the corresponding Rmax.

The sampling of the ASLP data and the determination of R,n* are combined into an

lll



integrated software module. This approach is shown to be robust and quick and gives an

average error of less than I07o n a real cutting environment.

The final approach represents an altemative strategy of developing a

comprehensive model for predicting Rmax by utilizing the nominal cutting variables and

the cutting tool's geometry. The effect of a cutting tool's progressive flank wear as well

as the relative vibration between the tool and worþiece are considered. The change in a

tool's nose radius due to flank wear is estimated on-line and incorporated in the model.

All the predicted Rmax are within the given bound of conventional stylus measurements

under different cutting conditions and a maximum error of 1,3Vo is obtained in comparison

with the average stylus data. The model provides a straightforward relationship between

the surface roughness and cutting variables which offers the potential for implementing an

adaptive conftol of surface finish in finish tuming.
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NOMENCT,A.TUR,E

ASLP Angular Scattered Light Pattern

A(Ð uncut chip area at time t (mm2)

a(t),b(t) thickness and width of uncut chip at time t (mm)

BP back propagation

CCD Charge-Coupled Device

Cp proportional constant for determining force increment due to tool flank

wear
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Dx variance of the surface profile
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F(t) dynamic cutting force (N)
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Ff(Ð component of F(t) due to rubbing effect between the tool's flank and

machined surface (N)

Gg surface roughness within the sampling length in envelope measures (pm)



Gp1 surface roughness within the sampling length in crest measures (pm)

H hardness of workpiece (found on Rockwell scale C)

hp tool's initial flank wear (mm)

hlÐ tool's time varying flank wear at time t (mm)

h(tÐ,h(ti-t) tool flank wear estimated at instant t¡ and ti_1, respectively (mm)

I(01,02) intensity of reflected light

I6(01,02,t) measured intensity of reflected light at time t

Is normalized specular intensity

J moment of inertia of chuck (kg m2)

j representative location of a CCD pixel

I CCD pixel location corresponding to rhe mean light level

K correction factor for the measured light intensity

k number of iterations in training

Ka, Kb starting and ending point, respectively, within the search range for K

Kc,Kd two points within 1Ku, K6), deterrnined by the golden section search

method

K¡ proportional constant for detennining the rubbing force

Kn constant depending on the lathe's setting

Ks unit cutting force of worþiece material (N/mm2)

K5 proportional constant for determining the contact length during

penetration

L sampling length of stylus measurement (mm)

Lo sampling length associated with the laser spot on the worþiece's surface

L.'' cutting length of one cut (mm)

M number of layers
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MOS metal-oxide-semiconductor

Mt, Ct, Kt mass, damping and spring constant of tool

M1ry, C1ry, K* mass, damping and spring constantof worþiece

N number of pixels of CCD anay

Nc number of predictions with one cut

N¿ number of nodes in layer /

n(tÐ spindle speed at instant ti (rpm)

olj output of node j in layer /

OS output signal of CCD anay

P number of training pattems

pj density function of the light intensity at thelh pixel

Q(w) sum of squared error

Qp(w) total squared error for the pth training pattern

R total depth within the sampling length (pm)

r ratio between the radial and tangential force

Ra arithmetically averaged roughness within the sampling length (pm)

RCK reset clock

Rmax maximum peak-to-valley roughness within the sampling length (lrm)

Rmax(t) maximum peak-to-valley roughness within the sampling length at time t

(¡rm)

Ro optical roughness of the surface

Rp leveling depth within the sampling length (pm)

& RMS roughness within the sampling length (pm)

R6 theoretical component of R'n*(t), (Un)

Rv complementary depth within the sampling length (pm)
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Rwr(t) component of Rrl*(t) due to tool wear at time t, (pm)

Rz ten point average peak-to-valley roughness within the sampling length

(Pm)

R(F) autocorrelation function of the surface profile

Sc standard deviation of the ASLP calculated from an estimated Rmax

Sm standard deviation of the measured ASLP

S(<rt) power spectrum of the surface profile

T correlation distance of the surface, defined as the distance in which the

correlation coefficient, C(t), equals e-1

TCK transport clock

Tm cutting time of a section on the specimen (min)

Tr time required for one revolution of the workpiece (s)

u RMS slope of the surface within the sampling length

u(Ð relative displacement between the workpiece and cutting tool at time t (m)

u(t) relative velocity between the workpiece and cutting tool at time t (m/s)

V cutting speed (r/min)

v scattering vector of reflected light

Vcr critical cutting speed above which built-up edge is negligible

yx,yz components of v in the x and z direction, respectively

w1j,i connection weight between node j in layer / and node i in layer (/-1)

WRCK white reference clock

XCK transfer clock

ct, tool's relief angle (")

Fn F¿ indices related to fo and do, respectively

y tool's rake angle (')
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^K 
control step size of K

Ân(ti) spindle speed drop at instant ti (rpm)

Àti estimation interval (ti - ti-1) (s)

^p(Ð 
uncut chip area at time t (mm)

ô tool's wedge angle (")

e computational error, defined as e:lSm-Sc/Sm

( momentum

î learning parameter

0i laser beam's angle of incidencel

02 scattering angle defining a CCD pixel locationl

À wavelength of laser light (pm)

p coefficient of friction on the cutting tool's flank

Itk overlapping factor used to incorporate the vibration effect due to the

previous cut

po nominal tool's nose radius (mm)

p(Ð tool's time varying nose radius at time t (mm)

o standard deviation of surface amplitude distribution

oy yield süess of worþiece material (N/mm2)

Õ7 RMS height of the surface (pm)

t gain of sigmoid nonlinearity

0 tool's principal cutting edge angle (")

Qi tool's auxiliary cutting edge angle (')

con natural frequency (Hz)

t gt and 02are measured with respect to the normal of the workpiece's surface coincident with the center of
the laser beam. (See Fie. 4.1.)
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

INTR,ODUCTTON

There are a number of outputs in a turning operation, such as productivity,

dimensional accuracy and surface integrity, which represent the end-goal of the operation.

In rough turning, productivity ( i.e. the material removal rate (MRR)) is the major factor

to consider. To maximize MRR, high values of the cutting variables (i.e. the cutting speed,

feedrate or depth of cut) are usually recommended. However, the effect of these variables

on the life of the cutting tool as well as on the capacity of the machine tool have to be

considered. On the other hand, in finish tuming, dimensional accuracy and surface

integrity as well as the overall productivity are the key factors. Surface integrity is a term

that involves several considerations, such as surface texture, freedom from cracks,

chemical change, thermal damage (burn, transformation, and overtempering), and adverse,

tensile residual stress in the surface layer. For a finish turning operation, the surface

texture is a critical factor for determining the production cost, wear, fatigue strength, load

capacity, heat transfer, noise, appearance and life of a machined part. Finish turning is

usually involved in producing a high quality surface texture, .

All finish-turned surfaces depart, to some extent, from perfect smoothness and

geometrical form (i.e., these are both macro- and micro-geometrical abenations). Indeed,

the surface of a turned part has a succession of hills and valleys which may vary in

amplitude, spacing and form. Surface texture is a characteristic of a machining operation
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and represents a combination of inegularities of various kinds and magnitudes, the

presence of which is due to machining error, machine vibrations, tool conditions, warping

strains, etc. Surface texture includes components such as the surface roughness,

waviness, as well as lay and flaws. The surface roughness provides a link between a

turning process and the tribological performance of a machined part, as illustrated in

Fig. 1.1. When assessed during the machining process, surface roughness can be employed

to control the cutting process. On the other hand, the fibological performance of a part

can be predicted if surface roughness information is available. The route sheet which

contains the machinability data could be modified if the performance of the part is not

satisfactory. However, the key point is to have the surface roughness serye as the link

when it is available during the turning process.

Measurement
or

prdiction

Tibolqgicalfircticn

Satisfætcr1¿

Fig. 1.1 Surface roughness -a link between the turning process

and performance of a machined part.
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Today, more and more tuming operations employ firlly automated machines in

comparison to manually operated lathes. A ComputerNumerically Controlled (CNC) lattre

is becoming standard equipment for turning. Even though most of the parameters that

control the surface roughness can be programmed in CNC lathes, surface roughness is

also affected by non-programmable parameters like tool wear and vibration which vary

during furning. By monitoring the surface roughness of a part during finish tuming, it

should be possible to develop techniques that allow the cutting variables to be optimized

in order to maintain a desired surface roughness. Hence, the on-line assessment of surface

roughness has become the focus of much research in the past thirty or so years. An on-

line assessment can be perfonned routinely and without disruption between the stages of a

machining process. If performed while a part is being machined and the assessment is

completed before the next sampling set, real-time assessment is realized. Real-time

assessment offers the potential for the adaptive control of surface finish.

1.1 Objectives of the research

The basic motivation of the present research is to explore new approaches suitable

for the on-line, real-time assessment of the surface roughness produced in finish turning.

The research consists of a measurement and a prediction phase. The goals of the two

phases are described next.

. Measurement

(1) To develop a laser measuring system capable of capturing the light scattered from

a rotating surface as the turning operation proceeds.

(2) To propose an optical approach to quantify the maximum peak-to-valley

roughness, R**, of a finish-furned surface.
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(3) The measurement is required to be performed both on-line and in real-time in the

feed direction because changes in surface roughness in the direction of the surface

lay, i.e. along the worþiece's citcumference, are insignificant in a tuming

operation tS81l.

( ) The measuring range must cover the roughness range encompassed by a finish-

turned surface, i.e., R** varies between 4.0 and 20 ¡tm.

" Frediction

(1) To propose a comprehensive model to predict the maximum peak-to-valley

roughness, Rma*,of a finish-turned surface.

(2) The prediction is required to be performed on-line by using only the nominal values

of the cutting variables and the tool geometry as input.

(3) The effects of progressive tool wear, the relative vibration between the tool and

workpiece as well as the changing tool's nose radius on generated surface

roughness need to be incorporated into the model.

1.2 Organization of the thesis

Chapter 2 contains a brief description of the texture and characterization of a

machined surface. (A detailed description of the numerical assessment of surface

roughness is given in Appendix A.) Also discussed in Chapter 2 are the complications

involved in finish turning as well as the influential factors . Chapter 3 is a literature review

which covers almost 35 years (from 1958 to 1993) of efforts to develop different

measurement techniques as well as predictive models for assessing the surface roughness

in a machining operation. A comparison of different techniques and models is also

presented. Chapter 4 presents an optical approach for the on-line measurement of the

maximum peak-to-valley roughness, R6¿ç, in finish turning. A laser measuring system,
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employing a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) as the image sensor, is developed to capture

the Angular Scattered Light Pattern (ASLP) reflected from a finish-turned surface in the

feed direction. A description of the system is detailed in Chapter 4. The effects of the

ambient light and the workpiece's rotational speed and methods for their compensation are

also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 5 describes the application of this optical measuring

system in a real-time cutting environment. A three-layer neural network is constructed, in

conjunction with a back-propagation leaming algorithm, to predict Rmax by quickly

recognizing the captured ASLP. A comprehensive model for predicting the R** on-line

is derived in Chapter 6. The nominal cutting variables and the cutting tool's geometry are

used as input. The effects of tool flank wear, the relative vibration between the tool and

workpiece as well as the tool's changing nose radius are all incorporated into the model.

Conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in the final chapter.
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CTIAPTER 2

SURFACE FTNTSH
GENERATED IN TURNING

2.L Surface texture

Surface texture, or surface topography, describes the outermost layer of the

workpiece which displays numerous macrogeometrical and microgeometrical deviations

from the ideal geometrical surface. Deviations of the first order include errors of form

which are macrogeometrical. Deviations of the second order are waves while the

deviations of the third or higher orders refer to surface roughness. The principal elements

of surface texture are defined below:

" Surface: The surface of an object is the boundary which separates that object from

another substance. A nominal surface means the intended surface contour, the shape

and extent of which are usually defined by a drawing or descriptive specifications.

" Surface texture: Surface texfure results from repetitive or random deviations from the

nominal surface to form a surface pattern. Surface texture includes roughness,

waviness,lay and flaws.

n Profile: The contour of a surface which is in a plane perpendicular to the surface unless

another angle is specified.

o Roughness: Relatively fine irregularities which occur in the surface texture. They

usually include those irregularities produced by the inherent action of the production
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process like the cutting action of tool edges and the feed of the machine tool.

Roughness may be considered as short-wavelength surface inegularities superposed

on a wavy surface.

Waviness: Surface inegularities which have greater spacing than the roughness.

Waviness may be considered to be long-wavelength surface irregularities and may

result from such factors as machine or workpiece deflection, heat treatment or warping

strains.

Lay: The direction of the predominant surface pattern, ordinarily determined by the

production method used.

" Flaws: Surface defects which occur at one place or at relatively infrequently or widely

varying intervals on the surface, e.g., scratches, checks, ridges, blow holes, cracks, etc.

A typical surface texture, generated during machining, is illustrated in Fig. 2.l.The

identification of the macro- or micro-geometrical deviations of the surface are based on a

ratio between the width, l, or l,,nt, and height, h, or hyat, as shown in Fig. 2.1. When

(lrlhÐ < 50, the micro-geometrical deviations charactenzes the surface roughness and

when 500 > (lu/hù >50, the deviation represents the waviness.
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Waviness width, l*

Flaw

Roughness width, l,

Fig.Z.l Typical texture of a machined surface.

2.2 Characterization of a machined surface

Many methods have been developed for the chaructenzation of a machined

surface. A detailed description of these parameters can be found in Appendix A. One of

the most frequently used methods is the meanline system. Based on the meanline sysrem,

a number of parameters are introduced for the functional assessment of surface roughness.

The autocorrelation function, for example, is used for a two-dimensional assessment of a

surface profile.

2,2.1 MeanJine system

The mean line, M.L., is defined as "a line having the form of the geometrical

profile within the limit of the meter cut-off, and so placed that within the meter cut-off, the

sum of the squares of the deviations of the profile from the mean line is minimum',

[B5161]. Given the surface profile yl@) shown in Fig. 2.2,M.L. represents the mean line

within the sampling length, L. The upper and lower reference lines are represented by U.L.
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and L.L., respsctively. Based on the mean line, a number of roughness parameters, such

as the center line average roughness, R¿, the maximum peak-to-valley roughness, R64ç,

the root-mean-square roughness, Rn, etc., are defined.

M.L.

L.L.
X

Fig.2.2 A section of a surface profile depicting vertical measures

in the mean-line svstem.

All the parameters defined in the meanJine system are used to determine the

statistical characteristics of a traced profile. They represent the expected values of the frst

or second central moment and charactenze the average properties of a surface profile

along the direction perpendicular to the surface or y co-ordinate axis. Previous

investigations [PK67] show that the structure of a surface profile may be quite different

when the height-oriented parameters are similar. This is due to the difference in the

spacing of the surface profile which can be represented as a function, y(x). To describe

the characteristics along the second x co-ordinate axis, the surface texture is needed to be

assessed in a two-dimensional plane.
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2.2.2 Two-dimensional assessment of a machined surface

The profile of a machined surface has been observed to contain periodic and

random components. It is of great interest to charactenze a surface by detecting the

surface's detenninistic component as well as the randomness. The concepts of

autocorrelation function and power specüal density function are useful to describe such a

surface profile in a two-dimensional plane. The autoconelation function of a surface, y(x),

is defined as the expected value of y(.r) multiplied by y(x+Ê), where p is an offset distance

along the x direction. The autocorrelation function can be used to detect the periodic and

random components in a surface profile. The power spechal density function is the Fourier

cosine transform of the autocorrelation function and it is used to describo y(x) in the

frequency domain.

2.3 Surface finish generated in finish turning

2.3.1 Finish turning

Finish turning is frequently the final phase in a machining operation. It is

charactenzed usually by relatively small depths of cut and light feedrates. A depth of cut

less than 1.5 mm and a feedrate less than 0.15 mrn/rev. are nonnallv used. The items of

major interest in finish turning are:

. dimensional accuracy

. surface finish

. tool life.

Dimensional accuracy depends mainly upon the stiffrress and stability of the

machine tool. It includes errors in both the longitudinal and circumferential directions.

Errors in the longitudinal direction result from the deflection of the worþiece and

machine tool's spindle caused by the cutting forces. A ttrermally induced stress in the

l0
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machine tool can also cause this type of error. Errors in the circumferential direction result

from run out of the spindle, the inaccuracy of spindle bearings, and from vibrations of the

tool and workpiece. The geomeûry of the nose radius and auxiliary cutting edge of the

cutting tool produces a significant contribution to the type of surface finish obtained. The

range of Ru values to be expected in turning is 0.75-6.3 ¡rm, depending upon the

application. The corresponding values of R o* will be about 4 to 30 pm [CSA62].

2.3.2 Generated surface finish

In a conventional turning operation, the surface finish produced on a workpiece is

the result of the relative movement between the worþiece and cutting tool. The auxiliary

cutting edge, which is separated from the primary cutting edge by the nose radius as

shown in Fig. 2.3, and the nose radius itself play an important role in generating the

surface finish.

Dnmarv
cütting ddge

auxiliary
cutÍng edge

.-f".d

Fig.2.3 Diagram of a conventional turning operation.

ll
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Two roughness profiles of finished-tumed surfaces produced by using a carbide

tool having a geometry: 7,7,7,7,75,15,0.40 [The American Standards Association, S89]

are shown in Figs. 2.4(a) and (b). It can be seen from these figures that feed marks with

shapes similar to the nose of the tool and with a pitch equal to the feedrate are produced

on the finished surface. As the cutting proceeds, progressive we¿u occurs on the tool's

rake and flank face. A magnified view of a tool bit that shows flank and crater wear is

given in Fig. 2.5. The parameter h¡ in this figure represents the value of the tool's flank

wear.

The following complications are introduced because of the use of the auxiliary

cutting edge and the nose radius.

(l) Concentrated groove wear can be observed on the tool's flank face, as seen in Fig.2.5,

at both-leading and ftailing edge of the tool. The groove thus formed on the trailing

edge of the tool acts as a forming tool and leaves a higtrly cold-worked ridge on the

generated surface.

(2) The undeformed chip thickness decreases gradually to zero at the auxiliary cutting

edge which causes uncertainty in the geometry of the cut at the trailing edge.

(3) The metal at the trailing edge of the tool is subjected to an unusually high normal

stress and will flow to the side to relieve this stress. This produces, in turn, a furrow

that contributes to the roughness.

(a) The nose radius, together with the auxiliary cutting edge, is the last portion of the

cutting edge which contacts the worþiece's surface and it has a direct effect on the

generated profile.

(5) The effect of tool vibrations on the roughness profile is more significant at a smaller

feedrate. (Compare Figs. 2.4(a) and (b).)

t2
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0,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1.0 1.2 1 .4 1.6 1.8

Travel Distance (-m)

Fig.2.4(a) Roughness profile , V:l19.8 m/min, fo:0.061 mrn/rev, do:0.5 mm,

workpiece: SPS 4340 steel, HRc:36, carbide tool: 7,7,7,7,45,15,0.40.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0,8 1.0 1.2 1 .4 1 .6 1 .8

Travel Distance (rn-)

Fig.2.aþ) Roughness profile , V:119.8 m/min, fo:0.I22 mrn/rev, do:0.5 mm,

workpiece: SPS 4340 steel, HRc:36, carbide tool:J,7,7,7,45,L5,0.40.

--T-
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auxiliary cutting edge

crater wear
on tool's rake face

nose radiuS primary cutting edge

concentrated
groove wear

h¡

wear land
on tool's flank

Fig.2.5 A magnified view of a tool bit showing flank and crater wear.

The value of surface roughness measured on a turned surface will vary, depending

on the direction of the measurement. The direction normally employed to define this value

is that corresponding to the maximum roughness. For a surface finish generated by an

auxiliary cutting edge, the roughness will be greatest in a direction perpendicular to the

cutting speed vector and, hence, the roughness values should be obtained by using a stylus

traversed in an axial direction.

2.3.3 Factors affecting surface finish

*"'T' *:iïi 
"*,iJff ,i::äïï ii#lî:

conditions of cutting tool (type, geometry, tool wear),

L4
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rigidity of the machine and tool,

property of the workpiece's material, and

application of cutting fluid.

Of the factors influencing the surface roughness, the depth of cut has been found to have

the least effect IS89l. Another factor which affects the surface roughness is the built-up

edge (BUE). The BUE is a separated layer from the bulk of chip and is formed due to a

considerably high frictional resistance at the tool-chip interface. This separated layer is

built up on the rake face of the tool as the cutting proceeds. Discontinuous or semi-

discontinuous chips as well as the BUE fonnation may occur at cutting speeds less than 25

rnlmin. Built-up edges are strongly deformed strain-hardened material and they form a

zone of stagnation which increases tool life at the expense of a poor surface finish. It was

found that BUE forms with increasing füction and diminishes with increased temperature

[563,884]. For example, the BUE may form when the temperature is below 300oC while

cutting steel. In addition, the influence of the BUE is less at a large rake angle of the

cutting tool. There is usually a critical cutting speed, Vç¡, coffesponding to a certain rake

angle. When the cutting speed is higher than Vs¡, the BUE is negligible. Hence, it is very

important to carefully choose the cutting speed so that the influence of the BUE is

minimized. The auxiliary cutting edge and Brinell number of the workpiece's material also

affect the surface roughness. On the other hand, the tool flank wear causes the surface

finish to deteriorate rapidly and it has a direct effect on the maximum peak-to-valley

roughness [MFY87]. Moreover, the tool's vibratory motion will become significant at a

small feedrate appropriate to finish turning. It was reported tzKglbl that reducing the

feedrate leads to major consequences on the dynamic generation of surface inegularities.

t5
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The smaller is the feedrate, the Iarger is the variance of the random excitation lzKglal.

This random excitation, which is caused by a random distribution of the material

hardness of the workpiece, powerfully impacts the cutting tool. This, in tum, introduces

vibrations during cutting. Moreover, when the feedrate is reduced, the overlap factor of

the regenerative mechanism is increased and the tool vibration is effectiveþ transmitted

from one revolution to the next revolution as the cutting tool is traversed along the

worþiece's surface.

16
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

3.tr Techniques for surface roughness measurement

3.1.1 Comparative method

The basic form of sensory feedback to assess surface roughness before 1930 was

the use of tactual standards. In this approach, the operator in the shop ran a fingemail

across a standard series of specimens having different finishes and compared them with the

surface to be assessed. When two surfaces were felt to have the same roughness and the

reference surface was sufñciently smooth, then the workpiece's roughness was considered

acceptable. Such a measurement obviously depended mainly on the operator's experience

and, hence, was very subjective.

3.1.2 Stylus method

In the early 1930s, surface roughness was commonly measured off-line by using a

stylus type of instrument that traversed a surface with a diamond stylus (Frg. 3.1).

Transducers were used to reproduce the unknown surface profile by relating the vertical

and horizontal motions of the stylus to the convolution of the geometry of the stylus-tþ

and the microgeometry of the surface under inspection. This method has been

intemationally accepted as standards for surface roughness measurements [A5A62;

CSA62; JIS76; B5161I. It is often used as the reference to calibrate other techniques. A

t7
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variety of statistical parameters and frinctions (which are discussed in Appendix A) are

used as measures. They may be displayed on a screen or output on a line printer in order

to obt¿in a permanent record. The stylus technique has a fine resolution and wide rango.

The ultimate vertical resolution can be as high as 0.05 pm and the range can be as great as

100 pm. The horizontal resolution is limited by the radius of the stylus tip which is

typically 5 pm but can be as small as 1 pm. These devices have been modified to be

compatible with computer-aided measurements. However, the measurement procedure is

still impractical for on-line applications because the worþiece has to be removed from the

machine for the measurements. The transducer and stylus tip are fragile and, as a result,

the instrument must be used in a laboratory-like environment.

Surface to be measured

Fig. 3.1 Diagram of a stylus instrument.

The speed with which measurements ale obtained is also very slow and the pressure

exerted by the stylus tip may also leave a mark on the workpiece's surface. In response to

18
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this challenge, many attempts have been made to develop alternative non-contact

methods. These methods can be classified generally into pneumatic, electrical , ultrasonic

and optical devices.

3.L.3 Fneumatic method

With a pneumatic method, a current of air flows between a gauge head and the

surface to be measured. The volume of air flowing through the gap and thus the pressure

gradient created varies with the roughness of the surface. This method was applied to

different machined wood and paper surfaces as well lB79l and a roughness volume, which

represents the volume between the gauge head and surface, was introduced to replace the

absolute value of the surface roughness. As a result, the output is a comparative or relative

roughness value of the surface. The measuring range varies from 20 to 240 pm for Rmax.

However, this method suffers from poor resolution and instability [YDL90].

3.1.4 CapacÍtance method

Conventional capacitance measurement of surface roughness uses a wide, flexible,

metal electrode located parallel to, and in close proximity with, the conducting surface to

be measured. The capacitance generated between these two conductors is inversely

proportional to the average roughness of the surface. However, this area-method

capacitance is unable to trace the local height of the surface due to the thickness of the

metal elechode employed in the device. A modified capacitive profilometry was developed

for turning applications by Garbini et al [GKJR92]. In this technique, a translating probe

uses a thin metallic strip (typically 0.3 ¡rm), laminated between layers of insulating ceramic

material. The sensing probe is oriented so that the metallic sûip is perpendicular to both

the surface and to the direction of motion of the probe. The surface acts as a second
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electrode. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.2. A "fringe" electric field is produced

between these perpendicular surfaces. This perpendicular ¿urangement of the electrode

results in a highly localízed electric field which is sensitive to only the local surface

height. As the probe is moved along the surface, variations in the capacitance of the field

are generated by virtue of the changing local distance. These capacitance changes

modulate an electronic detector providing a signal related to the local distance. The

sensing element remains in contact with the surface throughout the measurement so that

machine and workpiece vibrations do not contribute to the measured height. It is reported

[GKJR92] that this method is particularly suitable for a harsh environment and real-time

measurement. It was claimed [GKJR92] that a Ru measuring range of 0.08 to 4.0 ¡rm

could be obtained.

To capacitance Electrod
measure

Mean line
Sensing element

Electrode

Surface

Fig.3.2 Cutaway view of the fringe-field sensor on a one-dimensional surface.
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3.1.5 {.lltrasonic method

Huynh et al lHF92l have described an ulftasonic sensor used to measure the

surface roughness in water. The measuring range for \ was extended from 1 to 40 pm

with a resolution of 0.5 um.

3.1.6 Optical method

Optical methods for surface roughness measurement can be classified into two

categories: parametric and profiling techniques [VT80]. A profiling technique, such as

interferometry or holography, enables the surface topography to be derived from a point-

to-point scan of the surface height, y, as a function of the travel distance, x, along a line on

the surface. This procedure is similar to that for a conventional stylus measurement. The

resulting profile can be used to derive various roughness parameters. In this method, data

is sampled sequentially, one element at a time, and, hence, the method is very slow.

Consequently, the method is not suited to on-line measurements and, hence, it wiil not be

discussed further. A parametric technique, on the other hand, directly produces a

measurable parameter representing some property of the surface topography averaged

over the illuminated area. Parametric techniques are much faster than profiling techniques

but the measurements are difficult to relate to the roughness parameter. Several methods

employing a parametric technique are discussed below.

When collimated laser light is projected onto a rough surface, the intensity and

pattern of the scattered reflection depends upon the roughness, the spatial wavelength of

the surface as well as the wavelength of the light. For avery smooth surface (RMS surface

height, oz << wavelength of light, À), most of the reflected light propagates in the specular

direction in which the scattering angle, 02, equals the angle of incidence, 01. As Õz

increases, the specular intensity decreases but the reflection increases in intensity and
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becomes more diffuse. It is also found that the diffr¡sed reflection has a fine grainy

structure called a speckle pattern, which represents an intensity contrast between

neighboring points in the scattered pattern. Additionally, the polarization of light wave

may change upon reflection from the surface. All five quantities: specular intensity, total

intensity of the scattered light, diffuseness of the angular scattering pattem, speckle

contrast, and the polarization, depend upon the surface roughness and, hence, can be

employed potentially to measure the surface roughness.

(1) Reflectance

In this method, the specular intensity or diffr¡sely scattered light reflected from a

surface is used to measure the surface roughness. The easiest way is to measure the

intensity of the specular beam. If o, is much smaller than À and the surface has a

Gaussian height distribution, the correlation between the normalized specular intensity,

Ir, and o, is described by tBS63l.

4norcos01

Is =o ¡' (3.1)

For o, > NI}, the true specular beam effectively disappears so that o, is no longer

measurable. The limitation of the method arises from the size of the detector's aperture

as well as that of the illuminating beam and optical wavelength. If a He-Ne laser with

)\:0.6328 pm is used, only smooth surfaces (oz < 0.1 pm) can be measured. For most

engineering surfaces, o, varies from 0.1 to 2.0 pm so that an infrared light source (for

which lpm < )u < 20 pm) must be employed. A high-speed instrument based on this

principle was developed by Jansson et al $RB84l to measure ground and honed

surfaces in a 0.05 to 0.5 þm Ra range. A 3.39-pm, infrared laser and a 1-mm, lead

solenoid detector were employed to produce a roughness measurement every 20 ms.
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Another approach [S81] used two He-Ne laser beams projected onto a furned

workpiece perpendicular to the surface. Two pairs of photodiodes were arranged to

detect the images of the reflected light. The movement of the two images depends on

the displacement of the laser spots which Ne a function, in turn, of the surface

roughness. The maximum roughness in both the feed and circumferential directions

can be measured and chippings or chatter can be detected very sensitively. A similar

approach was developed by Yoo et al lYDL9}l to correlate the positional variation of

the reflected laser light to changes in the surface roughness. This laser detector

consisted of an OPEYE detector having a 1 cm x 1 cm two-dimensional photodiode.

When the light spot was imaged onto the detector, the photocurrent generated

depended on the distance of the light spot from the respective electrodes of the

detector. The procedure has been successfully used for measurements on wood

surfaces.

(2) Light scatterÍng

The variations in the microgeometrical structures of a surface will produce

different scattered light pattems and, therefore, it can be used for surface roughness

measurements. The basic theory can be found in Beckmann and Spizzichino [B563].

Broadmann gave an overview of different models tBGT85l. The characteristic

roughness values and characteristic surface functions determined from the models

given by [BGT85] are summaizedinTable 3.1.

An optical measuring system was developed by Broadmann tBGTSsl to measure

the light scattering pattern, the variance of which is conelated with Ra. fu infrared

LED (Light-Emitting Diode) having a wavelength of 0.8 pm was projected onto a

surface by means of a collimator lens and an image lens. The scattered light was
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collected and directed to a diode array. Good accuracy was found within a range of

Ra:l to 2 ¡rm and the sensitivity is especially high in a range of 0.02 to 0.5 pm for

Ru. The sensitivity decreases with larger roughness values. An investigation of the

relationship between RO and characteristics of the light scattering pattern reflected

Table 3.1 Overview of the Methods Used to Describe Light Scattering tBT85l.

Description Model
Roughness

parameter
Restriction

Total integrated

scattering
Diffraction Rq

Rq < 0.01 pm

Gaussian profile

Fourier method Diffraction S(ro), Rq Rq < 0.1 pm

Beckmann method Diffraction + Facet Rq, T Gaussian profile

Profile angle method Facet p(E), Rq No diffraction

S(<rt) : Power spectrum, p(Ð : Probability density, f : Profîle angle.

from a ground surface was made by Tsukada et al tTN86l. It was reported that a

strong relationship exists between Rn and the mean value, variance, standard deviation

or kurtosis of the pattern for Rn up to 0.35 pm. Similar work on internal ground

surfaces was reported by Yanagi et al lYN97l and a good linear relationship was

found between Ru (up to 0.2 pm) and the standard deviation of the scattering pattern.

A distinctive feature is that there is no restriction on the curvature of the workpiece's

surface.
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An on-line approach was proposed by Yim et al tYKgOl to measure \ of a

ground surface and a less than 57o effor was reported in the range of 0.025 to 1.6 ¡m

. A 4096-pixel CCD linear array was used as the image sensor. The approach

consisted of two phases: for a surface whose RO roughness value is below 0.1 pm,

only the specular intensity was measured; for a Rn roughness in the range of 0.1 to 1.6

pm, the standard deviation of the scattering pattem was used.

The gray-level histogram of the optical Fourier transform pattern of a surface has

also been used ¡LHN89; CH92l to derive an optical roughness parameter. One of

these methods utilized a machine vision system [LHN89]. A collimated, white light

source was used to illuminate the surface under inspection. The image of the surface

was captured, after being passed through a microscope, by a CCD camera having

49lx 384 pixels and digitized by using a microcomputer. An optical Fourier transform

was employed to obtain a gray-level histogram of the digitized image. An optical

roughness parameter, R6, wâs derived from

Ro=
RMSS

(3.2)

where SD and RMS' are the standard deviation and RMS height of the distribution of

the histogram, respectively. A unique relationship was established between Ro and the

average stylus-measured Ru for different materials. The measurement was also

performed on specimens immersed in a cutting oil and encouraging results suggested

that this method could be applied in a production environment.

(3) Speckle pattern

When a rough surface is illuminated with parlially coherent light, the reflected light

consists partly of random pattems of bright and dark regions known as speckle. This

SD
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pattern is caused by the interference of wavelets, scattered from different points within

the illuminated area, with their phases randomized by height variations of the surface.

Basic information of the statistical properties of laser speckle patterns can be found in

tc75l. The spatial pattern and contrast of the speckle depends on the surface

roughness, the coherence condition of the illumination, and the optical system. The

average contrast, defined as the normalized standard deviation of the speckle intensity

variations at the observation plane, was used by Fujii et al IFAS76;FA77l to measure

the surface roughness of polished glass or metal. Good correlation was found between

the maximum average contrast of the image speckle intensity variations produced in

the far-field region and Ro or Ru of the surfaces in a range of 0.03 to 0.25 pm. The

measuring range in which the coherent monochromatic speckle contrast is sensitive,

can be increased by changing the angle of incidence or by increasing the illumination

wavelength. The average contrast was also found to be a function of the extent of the

illuminated surface area.

Another widely used technique for relating speckle with surface roughness is the

speckle pattern deconelation measure. ln this technique, two speckle patterns are

obtained from a surface by using different angles of incidence or wavelengths of light.

The correlation between two patterns is studied by double exposure of the patterns on

the same photographic plates or by photoelectric detection. The primary attribute of

this technique is its large measuring range. Leger et al lLP76l developed a real-time

technique using two Michelson interferometers to measure the ensemble-averaged

coherence function of the light scattered from a surface illuminated simultaneously by

two coherent plane waves. A measurement could be performed in less than 30 s and

with a Rn measuring range up to 30 pm .
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(a) Eilipsometry

The change in the polarization state of a beam of light reflected from a surface can

be measured by ellipsomeûy. The ellipsometry me¿¡surements of the index of refraction

are sensitive to a number of surface properties, including the surface roughness. As

exemplified in Fig. 3.3, a complex ratio between the two components, Rn and Rs, of

the elecnic field is def,med bv:

R
P - tanllreil

R,

where the RO and R, are the components parallel and pe¡pendicular to

incidence, respectively. The tan V and Â are the amplitude and phase of

ratio, respectively.

Light source Detector

Polarize

Analyzer

Sample surface

Fig. 3.3 Schematic of ellipsometry in which the detector and analyzeÍ aÍe

usually positioned in the specular direction.

(3.3)

the plane of

the complex
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The amplitudes of the ratio, tan Vr , and the phase shift between the two components, À,

or a combined parameter including the effects of both tan W and A are found to vary

linearly with Ru.

Lonardo et al lL78l employed ellipsometry to measure the surface roughness of

ground and polished steel parts having a range of Ru from 0.01 to 1.1 pm . It was found

that both lI¡ and Â decreased with increasing Ru. However, the use of ellipsomefy for

surface roughness measurements has been largely empirical so far and it is not clear how

the parameters of the surface topography affect the ellipsometry results. Moreover, two

key problems remain to be solved. The first is the quantification of the measured optical

data related to the stylus roughness parameter such as Ru. The other requires the

ellipsometfiþ measurements to be insensitive to fluctuations of the scattered light intensity

caused by vibrations of the surface.

A comparison of the attributes of different measurement techniques is summarized

in Table 3.2. These attributes include the capability for quantification, the resolution,

range, measurement speed, applicable anea , operating cost and availability of a working

device.

3.2 Models for surface roughness prediction

The assessment of surface roughness can be performed from on-line measurements

by using optical, elecúical or pneumatic techniques as described in the previous section.

This, however, needs relatively complex instrumentation and does not provide a

straightforward relationship between the surface roughness and cutting variables which is

especially useful when implementing adaptive control strategies for machining. The last

deficiency is overcome usually by employing the altemative strategy of modeling the

cutting process as a way of predicting the surface roughness on-line.
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Table 3.2 Summary of Surface Roughness Measurement TechnÍques+.

Technique Quartified?
Resolution

0tm)

Range

(pm)
Speed Area Cost

Working

device?

Stylus Yes

1.0 (H),

0.0s (v)
<100 Slow I¿boratory

Medium

to high

Yes

Resistance N/A < 50, Rq Medium On-line Low Yes

Capacitance 0.3-4 pm < 50, Rq Medium On-line Low Yes

Pneumatic <22.9 W Poor 20-2q Medium Online Low Yes

Ultrasonic Yes 0.5 .40, Rq Fast ln-process High NiA

Specular Rq< À I <l Fast Online Low Yes

Scattering Rq< 1.6 ¡rm < 0.001 r-3 Fast On-li¡e Low Yes

Speckle

contrast
Rq< 0.1 À 0.0r 0.01-30 Fast Online Medium No

Speckle

correlation
I<Rq<10À

l07o

of range
1-30 Medium On-line Medium No

Optical
Fourier

transform
Rq< À 0.01 <0.1 Medium On-line Medium No

Ellipsometry NiA <0.001 I Medium On-line Medium No

* Source: [HF92;VT80]

H - Horizontal

V - Vertical

N/A - not available
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Four approaches have been used to predict the surface roughness in finish turning and

thev are described next.

3.2.1Empirical model

The flust approach defines an empirical relationship between the surface roughness,

cutting variables and the cutting tool's geometry. The most commonly used relationship is

ls63l:

r2
Þ -^O"max - 8po

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

for fo < 2posinQ . Olsen to68l investigated the combined effect of the cutting speed and

feedrate on the surface roughness from numerous finish turning tests on plain carbide

steel. Two empirical equations were obtained to predict Ru and Rmax ( ¡rin), as:

and

R^= 600(I)(62'5fo - 1'6)
o '75'

v (62.5fo _ 1.6)
Rrnu* =2400( )'

where V is in ft/min and fo is in in/rev. It was proved that eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) had fairly

good accuracy in the feedrate range of 0.002 (0.051 mm/rev) < fo < 0.026 (0.66 mm/rev)

in/rev. and the speed range of 225 (68.2 rnlmin) < V < 750 (221.3 m/min) ft/min.

Hasegawa et al lHSLT6l developed a predictive model in terms of the four

variables V (tr/min), f6 (mrn/rev), do (mm), and po (mm). A relationship was derived

from turning tests by using a response surface methodology as:

R-u* = 624.2432 .V-0. 4349 
f 

0. 8 129 . d0.0385 . p-O. 4680 (p.). (3.7)

Based on the experimental data given in [HSL76], a dynamic simulation was

utilized by Jang et al US89l to develop a similar equation which included the influence on
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the surface roughness of the machine tool stiffuess and tool vibration . No experimental

validation was reported. All these predictive models apply to only a limited range of

cutting conditions whilst the cutting tool's nose radius is assumed constant.

3.2.2 First- or second-order model

The second approach is to establish a first- or second-order model from a multiple

regression analysis. The procedure to obtain a model is even more time-consuming and

costly than the first approach. Sundararr et ¿/ [SL81] developed a first-order predictive

model for a finish-turned surface. Variables included in the model were the cutting speed,

feedrate, depth of cut and cutting time. A similar second-order model was also provided

whenever a better prediction was required. The models given in [SL81] can be applied to

285 - 680

0.0075 - 0.0104

0.017 - 0.050.

predict Rn for AISI 4140 steel using TiC coated or uncoated Tungsten carbide throw-

away tools in the following cutting conditions:

Cutting speed (fl/min):

Feedrate (in/rev):

Depth of cut (in):

Mital et al [MM88] developed a general, non-linea¡ model for three materials:

ductile cast iron, medium carbon leaded steel 10L45, and medium carbon alloy steel 4130.

The models proposed take into account the cutting speed, feedrate, tool's nose radius, and

their interactions. A randomized complete block factorial design was used for the test. For

each kind of material, three nose radii (0.794, 1.190, and 1.587 mm), four feedrates

(0.0508, ÙJn,0.2032, and 0.3048 mm/rev), and three cutting speeds (ranging from76.2

to 365.7 m/min, depending on the material) were used. The model has the form :
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(3.8)

(3.e)

The m in equation (3.8) is a constant whose value is unity for ductile cast iron, two for

10L45 steel, three for 4130 alloy steel. The perfonnance of the model was evaluated on

the test data and good correlation was found. The second model, like the first approach,

can only be used off-line and the effect of progressive tool wear is ignored [564]. The

tool wear gradually alters the feed marks generated by the cutting tool on the machined

surface and changes the uncut chip area which causes, in turn, undesirable fluctuations in

the cutting force. Consequently, efforts were made to develop a model that included the

effect of tool wear and vibration.

3.2.3 A model including the effect of the cutting tool's wear and vibration

The effect of tool wear is included in the third modeling approach. Such a

modification provides a basis for the adaptive control of a finish tuming operation in which

the process variables can be adjusted as the tool wears in order to maintain a desired

surface roughness. Dontamsetti et al tD85l developed a model by using experimental data

from finish turning gray iron with an uncoated tungsten carbide tool. The surface

roughness generated is a function of the cutting speed, feedrate, tool's nose radius, and

the amount of tool wear. It is given by:

Log(R" ) =3.945 +196.23f . + 0.00057V -3.335p. +37.73hr" -
0.957.10r f"vz -7243.9hf,f. -o.o673hr"v +

20.6lhr.p. - 1.503f"2V -7.86.10-7 V2

where Ru is in ¡rin, V is in fpm, fo is in in/rev, po *d h¡o are in in. This formula gave an

error which is less than l07o of stylus measured data. Solaja [S59] found that the
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concentrated groove we¿u on a tool's flank had a sþificant influence on the surface finish

in turning steel. A mathematical relationship connecting this groove wear and the tool's

flank wear with R.* (pin) was derived as:

R^u* = (hft -h¡)rancr* 
(trr'2-hr2) 

*
D

(fo - o.o6shr, fl (3.10)
8(Po -h¡ tana)

where all dimensions are in in. and h¡ is the height of the concentrated groove wear on the

tool's flank. Good correlation was found between the data estimated from equation (3.10)

and stylus measurements. Sata [563] found that the roughness generated by a tool-nose

cut surface consists mainly of four components: the ideal roughness determined by the

tool's nose shape and feed, a component due to vibration, swelling of the workpiece's

material, and a component due to tool wear. Experimental results were presented but no

mathematical derivation \ryas given. The influence in finish turning of the cutting forces on

the surface roughness along the lay was investigated by Rakhit ¿r a/ [RSO76]. A

relationship was obtained to determine the resulting surface roughness, Ra. It consisted of

a theoretical roughness, R6, and component, of which represents the mean-square

displacement of the relative dynamic motion between the tool and workpiece. The relation

is:

Ra=@ (3.11)

The predicted Ru agree closely with actual measurements in the case of finish

turning. However, the change in the tool's condition was not considered in the above

models due to the difficulty of monitoring tool wear on-line.

3.2.4 Dynamic generation of the topography of a machined surface

The fourth and most recent approach for predicting surface roughness involves a

mechanistic model to dynamically generate the surface texture. Zhng et al IZYL9I;
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ZK9Ia,bl employed a computer simulation to generate the surface topography during

intennittent turning. A mathematical model was developed to characterize intennittent

turning as an alternating sequence of forced and free vibration. The tool's vibratory motion

was integrated with its geometric motion to form a basis for constructing the surface

topography produced during machining. The roughness parameter could be assessed ,

therefore, by using the calculated surface topography. Experiments showed good

agreement between the simulated Ru values with stylus-measured data. However, the

effect of tool wear was neglected although the geometrical aspects as well as tool

vibrations were accommodated. A surface generation model was developed for milling

which included both the cutter vibration and the effects of tool wear [IEDU93]. The

surface roughness parameters, and characteristic features of the surface topography were

examined by using computer simulations. Predicted Ru and Rmax values were compared

with stylus measurements and good agreement was shown. However, the effect of tool

wear was considered merely by using a constant flank wear value measured offline before

the cut.

3.3 Remarks

The literature review indicates that an optical-based, on-line techniçe for the

surface roughness measurement still remains to be developed for finish tuming. A

comprehensive model which incorporates the cutting variables and tool geometry as well

as the effect of progressive tool wear and the dynamic characteristics of the machine-

worþiece-tool system needs to be derived for on-line prediction of surface roughness in

finish turning. These two topics are addressed in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 4

ON-I-,TNE MEASUREMENT
USING I-,TGHT SCATTERING

4.1 Introduction

Laser light scattered from a rough surface has been used in the past mainly as a

comparator method in which changes in the roughness properties of a machined surface

were monitored by using scattered light. A surface roughness parameter might also be

determined in an empirical way. However, the measurement range was found to be far

less than that encountered usually in finish turning. Hence, an on-line measurement system

using light scattering still remains to be developed for quantilying the surface roughness in

a rarge applicable to finish turning. To deal with this topic, the inverse problem of light

scattering has to be considered fust.

4.1.1 The inverse problem of light scattering

Given a surface having known roughness values, the determination of the intensity

distribution of the scattered light reflected from the surface is called the direct problem of

light scattering. On the other hand, the indirect determination of the surface roughness

from measurements of the light intensity scattered from that surface is termed the "inverse

problem of light scattering". This is a research topic of great interest. To-date, only Marx
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and Vorburger [MV90] have attempted to solve this problem. However, their approach

determines the surface roughness straighfforwardly from the reflected light intensity only

when Rq is much lower than the wavelength of the He-Ne laser light source. For

situations when Rq is equal or slightly less than this wavelength, Rq is found by employing

a least-squares curve fitting method. This method, however, needs stylus-measured data of

the surface to inconveniently supplement the measured light intensity. Furthermore, @ Rq

can be determined between merely 0.01 and 0.50 pm which is much lower than the

roughness range encountered in finish turning. Nevertheless, if the inverse problem of

Iight scattering could be solved, it would have several important advantages over stylus

methods. The optical sensor can respond much faster to the scattered light which would

provide a quick, real-time measurement for surface finish control. Moreover, it integrates

the roughness measurement over a small region on the surface, giving a more area

measure of the surface roughness. In summary, it is of great interest to uniquely determine

the roughness parameters of a finish-tumed sufface without having to remove the

worþiece when machining is in progress.

4.1.2 Objectives

The formulation of a methodology to quantiff, on-line, the relationship between

the light scattered from a finish-tumed surface and the roughness parameters is the focus

of this chapter. An optical approach, based on solving the inverse problem of light

scattering, is proposed to determine the maximum peak-to-valley roughness, Rp¿*, when

the effects of chatter and a builrup edge on the tool are avoided ts63l. The theory

supporting the methodology is presented in Section 4.2. A measuring system employing a

He-Ne laser light source and a linear Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) sensor are developed

to capture the scattered light and veriSr the methodology. Details of the design of the
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measuring system are given in Section 4.3. A description of the experimental procedure

and experimental results are presented in Section 4.4. Optical methods for measuring the

light reflected from a rotating surface are usually affected by the ambient room light as

well as by the rotational speed of the surface. The influence of these two parameters on

the estimated Rp¿ç and procedures to correct the estimation are also studied in Section

4.4. Results from on-line measurements without and with cutting occurring are also

discussed in this section. Section 4.5 presents the concluding remarks.

4.2 Analysis

4.2.1 Formulation of the model

The roughness profile, produced in tuming by using a tool having an auxiliary

cutting edge, is generally considered to contain a periodic component superposed with

20C
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random components. The height distribution of the surface profile shown in Fig.2.4(a) is

given in Fig.4.1. The height of the surface profile is normalized relative to the maximum

height and more útan957o of the amplitudes were found to be within t3o', where o is the

standard deviation. Hence, the distribution illustrated in Fig.4.1 is reasonably Gaussian.

When a laser light beam is projected onto such a surface, it wiil be scattered by

microscopic surface irregularities (Fig.4.2).

normal

I

I

i

incident lisht

specular direction--'

scattered light
rough

Fig.4.2 Light scattered from a rough surface.

Beckmann and Spizzichino [8563] derived the intensity distribution, I(01,02), of

the light scattered from a one-dimensional, randomly rough surface, whose RMS surface

height, 02, is far greater than the wavelength of the light source, ì., as:

^ J*r?r- "-#I(or,e2) = 
L-ouro,
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(4.2)

where

and

Fz=
[cos 01 (cos 01 + cos 02 )] 

'

u* = ï(rin o1 - sin o2 ),

ur=T@os01 +cos02).

Various parameters in equations (4.1) through (4.4) are defined in the nomenclature.

The intensity distribution given by equation (4.1) represents the "Angular

Scattered Light Pattern" (ASLP). An ASLP can be defined as the distribution of light

intensity reflected from a small area on the surface and registered by an imaging system

located perpendicular to and symmetically about the specular direction of the reflected

light. Equation (4.1) suggests that the ASLP contains information about the ratio T/o7

rather than about T or o7 individually [8563]. Moreover this ratio is proportional to the

RMS value of the slope of the surface, u. An. equation relating z to R111pç and the tool's

nose radius, p6, wâs given for a turned surface by Shiraishi [S87] as:

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)o=$,o'=
T

By using this relationship, equation (4.1) can be modif,red to [S87]:

,? ,po------ã-\-
-R,nu*.,
_)

1(0r,02)=-;;,l(-î:: )
JnráL6,, R*u*)r,2

-'7 (4.6)

z"o max

Now po changes due to progressive tool wear occurring in turning. Consequently, not

only R1n¿¡ but, for the last equality to hold, I(01,02) actually varies over time. Later,
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Rmax(t) and I(01,02,t) will be used to represent the values of R¡1¿ç and I(01,02),

respectively, at time t, during cutting.

Rmax(t) in equation (4.6) can be determined by solving the inverse problem of light

scattering in which all the other variables including the light intensity of the scattered light,

I(01,02,t), are known. More specifically, by using a logarithmic transform to linearize

equation (4.6), it follows that:

where

Kr=
Lo

with x1(01,0ù andx2(01,02) calculable from the optical parameters by employing

*tftHl = hKr - *u? *r(or,oz )

a

Xr(0r,02)=Y,
vz

and

xzff,t,02) = ú"- 2rí

In principle, K1 can be evaluated from equation G.7) by using,

linear least-squares estimation. Then Rmax(t) can be found from equation

the value of tool's nose radius, p(t), is known at that time t.

J2"

(4.1)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

say, a standard

(4.8) providing

4.2.2 Correction factor K

The developed model given by equation

between the theoretical and measured light

respectively. These discrepancies arise because

(4.7) does not account for discrepancies

intensities, I(01,02,t) and lry(91,02,t),

Beckmann's model assumes a randomlv

p(/) - Rrn* (/)
Rmax (/)
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disfibuted surface profile whilst a tumed surface contains periodic as well as random

components. Moreover, differences may be innoduced by (i) the use of a collecting lens in

the optical system causes pattern distortion; and (ii) the electronic processing of the

measured signal also introduces a scaling effect. Therefore a correction factor, K, has to

be introduced into equation (4.7) which becomes:

nr[J$*!] = hKr -!*?*r(or,oz).'X1(01,02) 2n
(4.11)

K was found to change with R6¿¡ during a preliminary investigation so that a

single value of K does not exist for the entire Rmax range of 4 to 30 pm reported for

turning [CSA62]. Typical variations of K found at various stylus-measured F*a¡3¿a are

illustrated by the experimental points of Fig.4.3. The Rp¿ç can be seen to noticeably

influence K so that an iterative procedure is needed to find the K that will minimize the

difference between the theoretical and measured light intensity distributions, I(01,02,t) and

16(0 1,0 2,t) resp ectively.
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Fig.4.3 Variations of the correction factor, K, with the estimated R-*.
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It is useful to first determine an appropriate search range for K for finish-turned

surfaces. This can be established from two reference surfaces whose Rmax are known, say

from stylus measurements, and encompass the extremes of 4 and 30 ¡rm for tumed, steel

specimens tCSA62l. The corresponding values of K, i.e. K¿ and K6, can be approximated

from equation (4.8) through (4.11) and the resulting K¿ and K6 can be obtained to be

about 11x10-5 to 22x10-5, respectively. However, a larger range of K is recommended to

accommodate the experimental scatter noted in the figure. In this study, the search range

for K is set from 4x10-5 to 40x10-5 for a measuring range of R-* from 4 to 30 pm.

4.2.3. Estimation of Rrrr*

The objective for a non-categonzed surface is to precisely find its intermediate

value of K in order to be subsequently used in estimating Rmax. The search is

accomplished by employing the standard golden section method [BPW79] to progressively

reduce the range of K considered from that defined by Ka and K6. Details are presented in

Fig.4.4.

A new subrange, K equal to Kç or K¿, is tested by first using equation (4.11). The

two corresponding K1 from which the Rpaç can be computed are found by employing

equation (4.8). The Rmax are substituted into equation (4.6) to calculate each

instantaneous light intensity distribution,lç(01,02,t), whose standard deviation, S¿, cân bo

found conventionally and used to describe the characteristic of scattered light pattern

[VT80, BGT85] which, therefore, can be compared to the standard deviation of the

measured ASLP, S7,, to assess the difference between lr(01,02,t) and Iry(01,02,t) at a

given instant, t. Now Iry(01,02,ù, unlike I¿(01,02,t), is not continuous but reflects the

discrete nature of the CCD sensor. Consequently, the discrete analogy:
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(4.12)

to the conventional standard deviation calculation must be utilized. In equation (4.12), N

(equal 3456 n this study) is the number of CCD pixels whilst J is ttre nearest pixel

location corresponding to the mean light level tBGT85l. Tlne p¡, on the other hand, is the

probability density of the light intensity at the representative jth pixel. As reported in

[BGT85], the standard deviation of a scattered light pattern can be used to describe the

characteristics of the pattern. Thus, an error, e, defined as:

ls* - scl
f=g

sm
(4.r3)

is used to indicate the difference between computed and corresponding measured ASLP

data. The "c" or "d" is added to the e shown n Fig.4.4 to denote, by the letter, whether

K:Kc or K:K¿ is being considered.) The required K is the value which minimizes the e.

In Fig.4.5, for example, the minimum e occurs at K equal to 15x10-5 whose substitution

into equation (4.11) enumerates K1 which, combined with equation (4.8), gives a R1¡¿¡ of

14.0 pm. This estimation is very close to the average stylus-measured 14.9 ¡rm.

However, a minimum is never truly attained with computations involving finite

length arithmetic. Consequently, a search for K can be terminated when the current width

lK¿ - Kçl is less than a preset value, AK. Moreover, an examination of Fig.4.5 shows that

Rmax is less sensitive to a given variation in K when Rmax is in the neighbourhood or less

than 10 pm.

The algorithm, which combines the least-squares estimation with the iterative

search for K, is summarized n the flow chart presented in Fig.4.4. A program, written in

FORTRAN, can be found in Appendix B (See Program 2.).
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Fig.4.4 Flow chart of the algorithm for the estimation of Ror*.

Find Ic by using estimated Rmax va.lues
from eq. (4.Q, find Sc, c and d from

eqs. (4.12) and (4.13)

Input ASLP Im,

Set (KaJ(b) anOÅK
tc <€d?

Determine Xl and X2
eq. (4.9) a (4.10)

Determine Smof Im
from eq. (412)

Set Kc:0.382(Kb-Ka)

Kd=0.618(Kb-Ka)

( from Golden Section Method )

(Kd-Kc) <ÂK?

Estimate Rmax by
using Kc or Kd
from eq. (4.1 l)

Estimate Rmax for Kc and Kd
by using eq. (4.1 1)
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o K (experimental data)

o

10 t:l
r 0.000
JO

o K (experÍmental data)

o

10 15 20 25/\Kmax (mm/

Fig.4.6 Variation of K and e with the estimated RmÐ( for Section 3 of

Specimen 1.
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Fig.4.5 Variation of the correction factor, K, and computational error,e,

with the estimated Rma* for Section 5 of Specimen 1.
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Table 4.1 Stylus-measured Roughness of Specimen (pm).

imen I

Section # Average R-* Range of R**
I 1.8 to.4-14.4

2 r 8.0 16.4-20.4
a
--) 5.5 5.0-6.2

4 8.3 7.4-9.4

f 14.9 14.2-15.8

6 29.2 28.4-30.2

7 14.2 I 3.6- 15.0

men

Section # Average R-* Range of Rn *
I 10.5 9.8-11.0

2 10.1 8.6-rr.2
a
J 9.8 8.2-rt.2
A 7.4 6.8-9.2

5 It.9 ro.4-r2.8

6 11.8 11.0-13.6

I 7.5 7.0-8.4

8 1 1.8 1 1.0-12.8

9 20.2 20.1,-24.2

10 TI.4 r0.6-12.4

11 9.6 8.4-Tt.2

Therefore the preset AK can be doubled in this region from the normally employed

0.5x10-6 to beneficially reduce computational time by around I57o.

Sections 5 and 3 of Specimen 1, whose specifications are given in Table 4.1, were

selected arbitrarily to verifu the search strategy. The iteratively determined K of 15x10-5

and24x\0-5 .- be seen from Figs.4.5 and 4.6 to produce Rmax of 14.0 pm and 4.9 ¡tm,

respectively. These Rmax are within a reasonable 907o of corresponding stylus-measured

2S
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values found by using a Mitutoyo Surftest 401 stylus instrument with a skid on the stylus.

A roughness-width cutoff value of 0.8 mm was chosen to meet the CSA standard

[CSA62] for stylus measurements. The instrument has two built-in R-C filters to yield a

807o amplitude transferability at the cutoff value UIS76I.

4.3 OptÍcal measuring system

4.3.1,. Design objectives

An optical measuring system suitable for on-line use in finish turning should have the

following features.

(1) It should be capable of samplng at least the light reflected from spots located along a

line in the feed direction in order to be comparable with the standard stylus

measurement of surface roughness.

(2) The system must be able to collect the light reflected within a raîge of angles, relative

to the specular direction, to provide adequate ASLP information to quantify Rmax.

(3) It should produce a small LolD ratio, where Lo is the light's spot size on the surface

of the workpiece in the feed direction and D is the diameter of the workpiece, to

minimize light scatter caused by the workpiece's curvature.

(4) A very high sampling speed should be incorporated for measurements in the feed

direction to reduce the effect of lateral scattering of light as a result of the worþiece's

rotation.

(5) The sensing system must not interfere with the cutting process.

(6) Measurement accuracy and repeatability must be acceptable.

(7) The system must be insensitive to environmental disturbances (such as vibration,

ambient light and temperature variations) and it should be inexpensive as well as easy

to operate.
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4.3.2 Description of the measuring system

A laser measuring system was developed to incorporate the design objectives listed

above. The system is capable of capturing the ASLP reflected from the workpiece's

surface at a very high speed. When the turning proceeds, the measuring system assembled

on a moving board is traversed together with the tool post at the feedrate. The

diagrammatic sketch of the system and an overview of the experimental set-up are shown

in Figs.4.7 and 4.8 respectively.

A 0.5 mw He-Ne laser (Uniphase 155SL) was used as the light source to

produce a parallel light beam having a diameter of 0.75 mm and a wavelength of 63a8 Å.

The laser beam was split equally by a beam splitter and aligned on the worþiece's surface

just behind the cutting tool. A Texas Instruments, TCi04 Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)

linear image sensor of 3489 pixels together with its evaluation board was installed beside

the lathe, as shown in Fig. 4.7, rn an orientation capable of capturing the reflected light

from the workpiece. Of the 3,489 pixels, 3,456 were image pixels, eighteen provided a

black level reference for the video image, with the remainder acting as isolation pixels to

provide a separation between two adjacent sets of ASLP data. The scattered light

reflected off the surface and focused on the CCD linear sensor usine a collectine lens

having a focal length of 85 mm.
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CCD Sensor

- 

Feeddirection

Fig.4.7 Diagram of the laser measuring system.
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Fig. 4.8 Overview of the experimental set-up.

As stated previously, the CCD mounting mechanism moved at the same rate as the lathe's

feedrate with the incident laser beam projected on the workpiece just behind the tool bit.

The angle of incidence,O1, has a major effect on the scattering pattern. For the roughness

range considered, the intensity of the reflected light basically increases with an increase in

angle, 0t tFH92l. However, a large 0t will timit the length of traverse of the measuring

system. An angle of incidence of l50 relative to the normal of the worþiece's surface was

chosen to cover the maximum length of workpiece used in this study. The angles of

reflection, 02, observed at the CCD imagers varied from 10o to 20o with respect to the

normal of the worþiece's surface. For this setting, the collecting angle of the CCD array

was set to cover -5o to +5o with respect to the specular reflection. Although a wider

collecting angle is preferred, it will increase the possibility of interference with the cutting

process. A wide angle lens system will locate the CCD sensor closer to the reflected
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roughness range of 4 to 20 ¡tm. The central axes of the laser, CCD array and workpiece

were adjusted to be on the same horizontal plane as the base of the tool post. The CCD

sensor unit was interfaced to electronic logic circuitry to correctly synchronize and drive

the trigger signals for continuous operation. An optical encoder, mounted on the axis of

the lathe's spindle, produced an index pulse every spindle revolution. Each index pulse

was employed by the associated electronics [KBPM9O] to extemally trigger the CCD

sampling circuit.

4.3.3 The CCD linear image sensor

The CCD linear image sensor is used for high-resolution image scanning

applications. In this study, the TC104 is used together with its evaluation board for

sampling the ASLP. The TC104 is a one-dimensional array of 3,489 discrete detectors

called pixels' Each pixel consists of a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitor shown

in Fig.4.9.

Light source
Transparent metal electrode

p-type silicon

Fig.4.9 Structure of MOS capacitor.
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When light falls on the detector, electron-hole pairs become separated and the

electrons move towards the positive tenninal and accumulate beneath the oxide layer. The

amount of charge trapped is proportional to the total light flux falling onto the cell.

Information in each pixel is sent to its corresponding register by a clock signal and then

transferred serially out of the registers to become the output signal (OS) of the CCD. The

functional diagram of the CCD is shown in Fig.4.10.

Even pixel transport CCD

Odd pixel transport CCD

Fig.4.10 Functional diagram of CCD sensor.

4.3.4 The CCD evaluation board

The CCD linear image sensor comes with an evaluation board made by Texas

Instruments Corporation and can operate with its own control signals. Four control signals

are discussed below [Refer to TI83].
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(1) Output signal (OS)

The output signal from the CCD is a pulse train. It contains light information in

each pixel and a period of 0.82 ps is required for data of each pixel to transfer. This

results in a total of about 3 ms for a complete scan of 3,489 pixels.

(2) Transport clock (TCK)

The TCK runs at half of the data rate (OS). This signal is used to rransporr the

pixel data serially to the output arnplifier.

(3) White reference clock (WRCK)

The WRCK runs at the transfer clock frequency and indicates the start of

conversion in each scan. The interface uses this signal to determine when to start the

conversion. However, a biased voltage is present in the WRCK. Signal conditioning

must be provided to reduce the bias to zefo.

(4) Reset clock (RCK)

The RCK operates at the same frequency as the OS. This sþal is used to

synchronize the operations between the evaluation board and the data acquisition

system. Signal conditioning is also required for the biased voltage.

A detailed description of the test procedure and requirements for setting up the

evaluation board can be found in Appendix D.

4.3.5 Electronic interface for data acquisition

A custom designed, electronic interface tKYPBTg3l (Fig. .l1) was built to

sample, convert, store and transfer the data from the CCD to the main memory of an IBM

compatible computer. This interface samples the data from the CCD sensor at 1.2 }y'1Hz

and stores it in a static RAM of the interface. An 8-bit, high speed, analog-to-digital

converter (Analog Device 7831), coupled with a RCA CMOS 6382 chip having 8kx1
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